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Abstract 

The management is a process that can lead to discover the most important physic principles as the 

variability; and the analysis on the Schrodinger’s cat, etc. Here we focus about what a manager must face 

if he or she wants to go on in the management field in order to achieve goals. You are what you think and 

what you decide to be. Everything comes out from mind, and your thoughts generate the reality. If you 

want to manage the life, before you must manage yourself. To know variabilities is to understand what 

it’s going to happen in life. So through analysis of all variabilities we can get the best results in 

management. Every person must focus the fact that thoughts, words and actions must be together, with no 

opposition. The variability is determined by external and internal facts, it means that the inner self world 

influence all the results of the life. So all changes come when we are able to change our inner self world, 

and it’s a math result all will change around yourself. And the power of the mind is another important 

point that produce the attraction law, all you think but in no contradiction create the present result of life. 

What you think must be in positive and in focalization of real points of the life. What we ask must be not 

the thing to avoid but the thing must bring the best desired result we want to achieve. 

Keywords: Management, Business, Administration Quantum physic, variability, Schrodinger’s cat, 

Psychology of the management, Prof. Dr. W. Edwards Deming 

1. Introduction  

Management is the power of goals to achieve in 

life. A person who knows how to manage the life 

it becomes very strong in mind, body and spirit. 

So it’s important to discover what the 

management is really. 

The management is also the mirror of the culture 

of the country when we are talking about middle 

and small companies, it’s very different when we 

talk about multinational companies, they are a 

different reality.  

Theory serves to provide a relation for decision 

making. 

In my researches I focus my studies about the 

quantum physic and about how the inner self 

intention about our conscience can influence the 

result of our external life. 

2. The Variability in Management according 

to the Quantum Physic 

The quantum Mechanics has produced the 

influence in the way we look at everything around 

us. 

It’s the classical physics that lead all the quantum 

mechanics. In fact the classical physics expresses 

that we see the position of an object we are able to 

determine it’s what we see in that moment and it 

could be the opposite too. This is the Isaac 

Newton theory. 

Another important theory was discovered by 

Werner Heisenberg with the so called 

Heisenberg’s Uncertainty principle. So he stated 
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that if we measure the position of a particle and it 

happens that the less exactly we can determine it’s 

momentum and the opposite. 

The momentum of a particle is equal to its mass 

times and velocity so this is the result in energy 

measurement and uncertainty in the time interval. 

1  

At the same time when we act making a 

measurement of the particle we influence the 

result of the measurement. So this is the reason 

because we determine our reality. This is the 

thought experiment theory of the Schrondinger’s 

cat where he shows how all realities are possible. 

The cat could be dead or alive, this state was so 

called the quantum superposition. Schrondinger 

called the thought experiment the entanglement. 

This is the quantum interpretation applied to 

everyday objects.  2   

According to the real life decisions for managers 

and leaders there is the same principle. In many 

moments of the life it’s easier not to take any 

decision. When a manager must take a decision 

it’s obvious as professional you must follow a 

process. We can refer to the principle issued by 

W. Shewhart so called Statistical Process Control. 

He affirms that a process can be influenced by 

variations. So change is normal in life it’s the 

result of being alive. According to variations you 

can produce variations so you can produce the 

same. So people life as a company is influenced 

every moment by variations and from the 

possibility to achieve goals. We can focus two 

kind of variations, one is controlled and the 

second type of variations is uncontrolled. So the 

best choice to do is to try to control the uncertain 

to look at all directly and have a choice. 3  

We can remind an important theory from Prof. Dr. 

W. Edwards Deming. He underlines some main 

points, exactly 4, as following: 1) try to improve 

the service giving a better design; 2) it’s very 

important to test the product to have sure results 

and to sell it in global markets. He invented the so 

called “System profound knowledge” where he 

focuses some very important components as to 

appreciate a system, to understand a variation, the 

psychology and epistemology. Deming became 

very important in Japanese market for the strong 

economic power. He got the Deming Prize in 

1951 in Japan. He became very famous after his 

death. 

I personally teach a special course addressed to all 

managers “How to discover the own life force. The 

Ki or prana”, it’s a discovering of the Self, and 

the management processes in variabilities. It’s my 

last Italian publication in this book publication “S. 

Allegra - Come scoprire ed esprimere la propria 

forza vitale. Il Ki o Prana. Armando Curcio 

Editore- (S. Allegra- How to discover and express 

the own life force. The Ki or Prana. Armando 

Curcio Publisher- ) I teach this course in my 

centre A.S.D. - S. ALLEGRA DOJO, and Nuova 

Atena Martial Arts Research studies and 

Yogasattva Research Institute, Scientific Research 

Institute in via Francavilla 371 Taormina (Me) 

Italy, www.groupnuovaatena.com and 

www.allegradojo.com. The course is taught at the 

top of the volcano Etna too once a month and in 

other locations in foreign countries according to 

the request, it’s a wonderful experience where you 

can discover hidden power of yourself and start to 

manage a different life style. It’s a course that can 

change your life and your company revenue. 

If you need to book your powerful course you can 

call Secretariat office +39 3493060250. 

3. Conclusion 

In conclusion, managers must focus on different 

issues in order to achieve goals in management.  

Firstly it’s very important to have clear vision 

about the reality of the company. Then it’s 

necessary a focalization in potential negative 

implications. All must be fixed in an action plan 

to organize the steps to do and avoid missing 

points. 

So management is to put union among what we 

think, say and act, if one of these points is in 

opposition, nothing will happen about the 

management goals expected. 

http://www.groupnuovaatena.com/
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Find the power in yourself to manage your whole 

life. 

Notes 

1. https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-

significance-of-Heisenbergs-Uncertainty-

Principle visited on July 11st, 2018. 

2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schrödinger

%27s_cat visited on July 12nd, 2018. 

3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._Edwards

_Deming visited on July 12nd, 2018. 

4. https://www.intelligentmanagement.ws/un

certainty-choice-quantum-mechanics-for-

managers-leaders/ visited on July 16
th

, 

2018. 
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